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Synopsis

This track of the 2015 R&D Management Conference in Pisa, Italy (23-26 June, 2015) aims to stimulate research on managing and organizing R&D and innovation processes in strategic alliances and business groups. While widely recognized as increasingly relevant issue in the business world, the study of the relationships between strategic alliances, business groups and the spread out of innovation is a relatively uncultivated area in management studies that calls for receiving deeper specific attention.

For this track, we invite scholars and students from various disciplines to submit their best conceptual and empirical studies that contribute to deepen our understanding of how strategic alliances and business groups may be able to integrate knowledge and generate innovation through processes of knowledge recombination and assimilation within and across their boundaries. We anticipate that we are open to papers that bear various theoretical stances and empirical methods given that they are thoroughly designed and coherently crafted.

Research Questions

While we are interested in the study of the relationships between strategic alliances, business groups and innovation in a broad sense, in more detail we look forward to seeing abstracts of papers and research papers that address the intriguing research spaces related to:
a) How do knowledge and R&D features moderate the relationship between strategic alliance and innovative performance?

b) How and why do country-specific dimensions affect knowledge sharing within strategic alliance and firm innovation?

c) How the ‘dynamic dance’ between cooperative and competitive tensions in a strategic alliance affects the alliance’s innovativeness level?

d) What are the single firm’s capabilities to take advantage of participation to strategic alliances and business groups?

e) How do value appropriation processes within business group and strategic alliance impact on knowledge longevity and transfer?

f) Does business group affiliation stimulates radical innovation or incremental innovation?

g) What are the governance mechanisms driving affiliated firms’ innovation in business groups? How can they be used?

h) What are business group’s coordination mechanisms helpful to stimulate affiliated firm innovation?
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